CLASS- VII
SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK (2021-2022)

ENGLISH
Note- Do all the work on A4 size sheets and spiral them after completing it.
1. You have promised your friend that you will will join him in gaming zone in
the evening. Now, there is a situation at your home. You can't leave.
Communicate to your friend through whatsapp message about your situation,
regretting to miss a chance to enjoy evening with him.

2. You are feeling bored in the lockdown. Everytime you try to sneak out,
elders check you. You are feeling trapped. Express your agony through a diary
entry or poem.
3. You miss your school and friends terribly due to forced lockdown. Plan an
online activity with your friends. Explain the activity with set of guidelines and
rules and how it could be executed with a message on phone. Prepare that
message which you would circulate among all the friends elaborating about
the activity in detail.
4. Learn any poem and make a video of it and send it to me.
5. Watch movie 'Home alone'.
(a) Write the 5-minute dialogues of the main character, Kevin with any other
character, which you find interesting in the movie.
(b). Also explain the scene in your words where Kevin goes to Super store to
buy groceries.
6. Read the novel prescribed and write a note on author and also write
summary of the novel.
7. Write a story of any super natural character of your choice.
8. Write five diary entries on special and unusual encounters. It could be bitter
or pleasant that took place in holidays. Try to write your true feelings for true
incidents.
9. You want to thank the doctors, nurses and all the essential workers for their
extraordinary efforts to fight the pandemic. Express your thoughts on twitter
in about 50-60 words.
10. Coordinate with your friends and family and enact various situations given
in the book, 'Let's Speak English'. Try to cover all the situations.

HINDI

PUNJABI

SANSKRIT

FRENCH
•

Do the following work in a separate notebook:

1) Write two new words in French from each
letter:A to Z .Write their meanings in English also.
2) Write the names of days inFrench.
3) Write the names of months in French.
4) Write counting from 1 to 100 inFrench.
5) Learn any one poem in French language.

MATHS
1. Learn tables from 2 to 35 write them at least 30
times.
2. Do 5 sums each of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division daily.
3. Prepare abacus 5 digits model.
Holidays Home Work to be done in seperate school
register.

SCIENCE
Instructions:
Firstly you have to click on the given link and watch the activity carefully. Then you have to
perform that activity at your home in the surveillance of your parents and record a video of
any three activites of your choice.
Secondly, you have to write about the concept that you will be studied through the given
activities in your science notebook.

Link: https://youtu.be/nJ27vm3JIpo (for all first three activities)
Activity 1: Reverse Illusion,
it is based on refraction of light in which glass along with water works as convex lens and makes reverse
image of object in front.

Activity 2: Balancing Toothbrush,
this is based on center of mass concept.

Activity 3: Refractive coin (Refractive appearance),
it is also based on refraction of light. The coin placed in bowl castes its image little higher on filling the
bowl with water.

Activity 4 : Acid base test with turmeric
Link: https://youtu.be/VwKdy77bsoU https://youtu.be/_SgdjQaCCk0
In this activity, you will learn how to identify the acid-base with a turmeric ( haldi) indicator which is a
natural indicator.

Activity 5 : The Color-Changing Celery Experiment! / Absorption of Water in
Plants
( you can take CORIANDER (Dhaniya) or any baby plant instead of celery)

Link: https://youtu.be/KIug9Foou3s
Link: https://youtu.be/UW7nWqGKqdY

Collection of activites : https://youtu.be/rV93gM0aEpk
WORKSHEETS FOR CLASS VII

Click on the given links and do the given worksheets in your science
notebook.
WORKSHEET 1
https://www.worksheetsbuddy.com/grade-7-nutrition-in-plants-worksheets/

WORKSHEET 2
https://www.worksheetsbuddy.com/grade-7-nutrition-in-animals-worksheets/

SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Covid strike us without any warning and our family
and relatives may not all be in the same place.
How will you get in touch with each other?
Where will we meet etc? Keeping the above points in
mind prepare a project focussing on means of
communication especially social media.
( Project to be done in 15 -20 sheets)
2.Make a beautiful diagrammatic presentation on what
we get from trees.
( To be done in A4 size sheet)
3.Make a chart on different landforms.

COMPUTER
Create and Maintain the Daily Change in Statistics of Corona virus Disease in India
in MS- Excel .

GK
1. Record maximum and minimum temperature for the month of may and highlight the day
with maximum temperature and minimum temperature for the month.
2. Cut and paste/ write headlines from the newspaper everyday.
3. Write 10 news on current affairs.
4. What is necessity of using mask and draw a figure of Corona virus
5. What measures should be taken by our prime minister to check/slow down the spread of
coronavirus .
6. Do the following worksheet in your GK notebook:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

What are the four metropolitan cities of India?
Which is the largest state of India?
Which state of India has the longest coastline?
Which continent has the highest population density?
By which process does the excess water in plants get released?
What is a healthy blood pressure limit?
Morning dew is an example of which process of the water cycle?

What must be added to each of the numerator and the denominator of
the fraction 7/11 to make it equal to 3/4
(ix) What is the most widely spoken language in the world?
(x)
What is the name of most popular crop grown in the region of Darjeeling?
(xi) The electronic company “SONY” come from which country?
(xii) Mr. Narendra Modi was the former Chief Minister of which states?
(xiii) Who was India’s longest-serving Prime Minister?
(xiv) Which Indian state has taken up the Sanskrit language as an official state
language?
(xv) Which is the lightest gas in the world?

ART
Make a jewellery piece with quilling.

COUNSELLING
Home based activities
• Positive Postings (Enhancing of self-esteem)
This activity requires a sheet of plain paper, crayons, marker or any coloured
pen, and sticky notes or small pieces of coloured paper. (Use only things which
are already available at home).
Draw an outline of your body on the sheet of paper. Then, with crayons or
coloured pen write
several of your own positive qualities or traits on the sticky notes or small
pieces of paper (for example, “I am kind to my classmates”).
Once you have written several of your positive qualities on the sticky notes or
small pieces of paper, stick them on the outline of the body that you have
drawn on the sheet of paper. Children should focus on the qualities that they
have written for themselves.
This activity will be further taken up and discussed in class when the school
reopens.
• Watch the following video ‘Priya’s Mask’ (available on youtune)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU4tznAFevg&ab_channel=PowerofPriya
The animated film features the superhero, and her flying tiger, and it is a
tribute to the health workers battling COVID-19.
https://youtu.be/yU4tznAFevg
• Watch the following video, it is the explanation of a book on ‘Empathy’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dG4Mq-81qdI&ab_channel=ROCK
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